Help Customers
Find Your Content More Easily

In order to make content readily available for our mutual customers, EBSCO maintains a global Knowledge Base of title information for thousands of publisher sites, databases and packages. The more data elements regarding your title information you are able to provide, the better our listing and linking will be for your content — which helps customers find your content more easily.

To ensure EBSCO has the most up-to-date information, we would like to obtain the following information from you and update it regularly. Here is the list of fields we need for serials:

- Title of the serial (required)
- ISSN
- Online ISSN
- Publisher
- Coverage begin date (required for journals)
- Coverage end date (required for journals, leave blank if coverage is to present)
- Beginning volume
- Beginning issue
- Ending volume
- Ending issue
- Embargo units (e.g. days, weeks, months)
- Embargo value
- URL (required, with a URL linked directly to title level preferred)
- Document type (e.g. journal, conference proceeding, etc.)

Here are the elements we request for monographs:

- Title of the monograph (required)
- Author(s)
- Publisher
- ISBN
- Online ISBN
- Publication date
- URL (required, with a URL linked directly to title level preferred)
- Document type (e.g. book, audio book, streaming video, etc.)

We recognize not all data elements will be available; however, the more you are able to provide, the better our listing and linking will be for your content. You may also send other data elements you have available to be included in the feed. We will include as much of the provided data available as our system allows.

If you offer a number of packages, please provide a separate file for each. Data files can be in tab delimited text, CSV, Excel, XML format or KBART. If you already prepare a feed, we would be happy to review it to see if we can work with that format.

For more information, please contact ContentNotifications@ebsco.com